We give a procedure to construct a special class of symmetric quark mass matrices near the democratic limit of equal Yukawa couplings for each sector. It is shown that within appropriate weak-bases, the requirements of symmetry and arg[det(M )] = 0 are very strong conditions, that necessarily lead to a Cabibbo angle given by |V us | = m d /m s , and to |V cb | ∼ m s /m b , in first order. In addition, we prove that the recently classified ansätze, which also reproduce these mixing matrix relations, and which were based on the hypothesis of the Universal Strength for Yukawa couplings, where all Yukawa couplings have equal moduli while the flavour dependence is only in their phases, are, in fact, particular cases of the generalized symmetric quark mass matrix ansätze we construct here. In an excellent numerical example, the experimental values on all quark mixings and masses are accommodated, and the CP violation phase parameter is shown to be crucially dependent on the values of m u and V us .
Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM), the flavour structure of the Yukawa interactions is not constrained by any symmetry, and the charged currents depend only on the left handed quark fields. Thus, there is much freedom in defining a weak-basis for the quarks. This freedom is often used to construct ansätze with which one hopes to find relations between the quark masses and mixings, and perhaps some day, also find some deeper symmetry beyond the SM, to restrict the parameters in the Yukawa couplings [1] .
Symmetric ansätze
In this section, we construct a class of complex quark mass matrix ansätze which lead to important mixing matrix relations, where |V us | = (m d /m s ) 1/2 and |V cb | ∼ m s /m b . The ansätze are symmetric and near to the democratic mass matrix limit. The procedure, we propose here, is analogous to the NNI-Fritzsh example. This means that we work in a specific weak-basis, but instead of requiring, e.g., the somewhat arbitrary Hermiticity conditions, we require that the quark mass matrices be, -symmetric, and that, -for each quark sector, arg[det(M)] = 0. The importance of these two requirements, (which will also contribute to the calculability of the model), for the quark mass matrices is evident: symmetric fermion mass matrices are crucial in realistic unification schemes, such as in SO(10) [9] , and the requirement that arg[det(M)] = 0 is a conditio sine qua non for most solutions of the strong CP problem [10] .
We begin with the most general, arbitrary, and complex quark mass matrix,
One can prove that there exists a weak-basis transformation of the right-handed quark fields, W , such that M • → M = M • · W , and where some of the mass matrix elements become equal:
The proof is simple. Take the first line of the general complex quark mass matrix M • in Eq. (2) . This is the (line)vector a
, such that the ending points of v 1 and v 2 define a line which is perpendicular to a
By turning this line around a + • , we can assure that the third vector v 3 lies in such a direction that another line, through the ending points of v 3 and v 2 , is perpendicular to the third (line)vector of M • , c
, we get the result of Eq.(3). Furthermore, one can choose the phase of the complex number u in such a way that u(z −w) 2 =real. Up to this point, no conditions were imposed on M which constrain the mass spectrum or mixing angles. We stress that the form of M in Eq. (3) is just a choice of weak-basis. Now, we demand the first of the two conditions: symmetry. Then u = u, z = z, w = w, and M becomes of the form,
where t zw = (4 + 2|z| 2 + 3|w| 2 )/3. The determinant δ, the second invariant χ, and the trace t, which are the three invariants of H, can be expressed in its dimensionless eigenvalues λ i ,
In order to find the predictions of the ansatz of Eq. (6), it is very useful to introduce the following parameterization for z and w,
This parameterization is general, but we shall now see that the mass hierarchy imposes constraints on ρ • and ρ, such that these are small. Therefore z, w ≈ 1 and M is almost democratic.
Because of the parametrization of Eq.(9) one can give a simple expression for ρ • in terms of the determinant δ of H and t zw ,
where t zw can also be expressed as a function of the variables defined in Eq. (9),
Using δ in Eq. (8) in terms of mass ratios, we find that the parameter ρ • is proportional to (m 1 m 2 ) 1/2 /m 3 . From H in Eq. (7), one computes also the second invariant as a function of ρ, ρ • , cos(α) and cos(β). From this, one deduces an expression for the ρ written in terms of quark mass ratios, a rest-term, and t zw ,
where the rest-term o zw is dependent on powers of ρ, ρ • , ρ • /ρ , cos(α) and cos(β). Using the expression for χ in Eq. (8) in mass ratios, we find that ρ is proportional to m 2 /m 3 . We conclude that ρ • and ρ are indeed small. Then from Eq. (11), we find that t zw ≈ 3. Consequently, it is possible to give a leading order approximation for ρ • and ρ:
A more complete expression for ρ • and ρ as a power series in the mass ratios can be derived from the Eqs. (10, 11, 12) using the method of iteration. Starting with the leading order approximations, one obtains after a couple of iterations,
Resuming: we have extracted ρ • and ρ from the two (δ and χ) mass ratio relations of H. The two remaining phase parameters α, β will be free. However, from Eq. (14), we see that the contribution of α and β to ρ • and ρ are small. The next step is to compute the unitary matrix which diagonalizes H. The way to do this, is to introduce the power series of ρ • , ρ in the parametrization of z, w of Eq. (9), and in the matrix H of Eq. (7). Thus, we obtain the square matrix H as a power series in the mass ratios, and it is then easy to calculate the eigenvectors as a series in these ratios, because the eigenvalues of H are also expressed as functions of ratios of masses. We prefer, however, to calculate the diagonalization matrix V in an appropriate "heavy" weak-basis for H. In this weak-basis all matrix elements of H are small, except H 33 ≈ 3, and only the relevant contributions of H u and H d to V CKM are present. Thus the irrelevant contributions to the Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa mixing matrix V CKM , where,
and which would cancel out in the matrix product, are absent. In this way, V u and V d are both near to 1I. The "heavy-basis" is defined in the following way:
We find, in leading and next leading order,
cos(α − β)
(17) where we stress again that the phases α, β are free parameters, in the sence that they are not constrained by mass relations. This freedom will be used in section 4, where we shall define a specific ansatz by fixing these two free phases to accommodate the CP violation phase together with the quark masses and mixings.
To complete the description of our special symmetric ansätze near the democratic limit, we contruct another explicit example. As before, we take the most general complex quark mass matrix of Eq.(2), but choose a slightly different weak-basis from the previous one in Eq.(3). We choose,
where u(v − z) 2 real. We follow the prescribed scheme, i.e., require symmetry and arg[det(M)] = 0, and obtain the ansatz,
where again z ′ = z/u and w ′ = w/u. The procedure to solve this ansatz is as in the first example. However, here a different but general parameterization for z and w is better suited, (we mean in fact the z ′ and w ′ on the right-handed side of Eq.(19) but as before, in the following, leave out the prime). In order to obtain similar relations as in Eqs. (10, 12) , we propose,
and find that the diagonalization matrix elements V 23 , V 13 and V 31 , (again in the "heavy weak-basis" of Eq. (16)), are somewhat different from the previous ansatz. We obtain in leading and next leading order,
By now it should be clear how to obtain similiar symmetric ansätze near the democratic limit.
3 The particular case of USY Next, we shall apply the procedure of the previous section to an important case, where the quark mass matrices are based on the hypothesis of a Universal Strength for Yukawa couplings. In particular, in this section we prove that ansätze of USY, thus obtained, coincide with other special USY-ansätze, which were classified recently, in Ref. [11] , using different arguments of calculability, and for which all parameters are given by the quark mass ratios. These also predicted
In USY, it is assumed that there is only one universal Yukawa strength λ for all quarks. Two different Higgs doublets Φ u , Φ d give mass to the up and down quarks respectively, and all flavour dependence is in the phases of the Yukawa couplings. The quark mass matrices have the following form:
. We apply our scheme to the USY mass matrix. As can be seen from Eq. (22), the general USY matrix has 9 parameter-phases for each sector. However, one can choose some of the phases in Eq.(22) to be equal, in the same way as it was done for the matrix elements of the general case of Eq.(3). Then with the symmetry and arg[det(M)] = 0 procedure, we obtain a symmetric mass matrix of the following form: (23) with Eq. (6), we see that this USY ansatz is a special case, where general complex numbers have been replaced by complex numbers of modulus one. With regard to the parameter space, we have, applying the parameterization of the general case, given in Eq. (9) for z and w in terms of ρ, ρ • , α and β, to this USY ansatz,
where the sign for the phases α and β depend on the sign of q and r respectively.
In principle, one can write the mass power series for the parameters q and r, derived from the series of ρ and ρ • as given in Eq. (14) . However, for this USY-ansatz there exist exact formulae for q and r in term of δ and χ, the mass ratio invariants of Eq. (8):
These exact relations are only possible because for the USY case, e.g., the function t zw , related to the trace of H in Eq. (11), becomes very simple, and is equal to 3. One obtains, of course, the same leading order approximation relations as in Eq. (13):
Next, we show that the USY ansatz of Eq. (23) is equivalent to one of the ansätze of Ref. [11] . In fact, the expressions of Eq. (25), for the phases r and q, were given in Ref. [11] with regard to a different USY-ansatz: where K R =diag (1, 1, e −i(q−r) ), and P 23 is the permutation of the second with the third quark field, it becomes obvious that our USY-ansatz in Eq. (23), and the USY ansatz of Ref. [11] in Eq.(27) , are, in fact, equivalent. This is because these ansätze are related by a weak-basis transformation as in Eq.(28).
The diagonalization matrix elements for this USY ansatz can be read off from the matrix elements for the corresponding general case in Eq.(17), using the specific USY phases α = ±π/2 + q/2 and β = ±π/2 − (r − 2q)/2. The diagonalization matrix elements, that one obtains in this way are, of course, the same as in Ref. [11] .
To complete our discussion of the particular hypothesis of USY, we give a second USY example, derived in a similar way as the previous one, and which is related to the second general case in Eq.(19): 
where c
Again, in Ref. [11] this ansatz was given in a different weak-basis. One can show the equivalence between the two, by explicitly writing the weak-basis relation:
Ref. [11] · P 321 · K R
where p ′ = q − p, q ′ = −p, the P 's are self-evident permutations, and the phase unitary matrix K R =diag (1, 1, e ip ). The diagonalization matrix elements are deduced in the same way as in the previous USY example.
Finally, one can prove that for each USY case in Ref. [11] there exists a corresponding general ansatz, which is obtained with our symmetry and arg[det(M)] = 0 scheme.
CP-violation and a numerical example
In this section, we analise the CP-violation for a typical case of the ansätze that we constructed, and give a numerical example. From the Refs. [11] , [12] we already know that the particular case of USY can accommodate the quark masses and mixings.
There are, however, two difficulties with the USY cases of Ref. [11] . The first is related to V us . For these USY cases, one can choose the phases in V CKM in such a way that, in leading order, V cs , V ub and V cb are real, while,
With the general parametrization z = 1 + ρ e iα and w = 1 + ρ e iα − ρ • e iβ , for H in Eq. (7), one finds that H 12 is an exact real number, while, in first order, H 13 = (1/ √ 6) ρ • e iβ and H 23 = (2 √ 2/3) ρ e iα . Therefore, in leading order, the following expressions, relating the phases α and β of the parameterization of z and w with the phases of V 13 and V 23 , hold:
